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800 S + STATE STREET – DESIGN REVIEW
Property Address: 754 South State Street
PROJECT OVERVIEW
Parcel IDs: 16-07-103-022, 16-07-103-017,
ground floor use, building
materials, glazing, blank wall
16-07-103-010
Design Standards Met
length, lighting, screening,
Zoning District: D-2 (Downtown Support)
building entrances, building
Master Plan: Downtown – South State District
Design Standards Modified
Proposed Height
Building Height by Right
Building Length Proposed
Building Length by Right
Ground Floor Uses
Upper Floor Uses
Ground Floor Glazing
Upper Floor Glazing

length façade, building height.
123’ (5’ parapet walls)
65’
373’
200’
retail/commercial
360 residential units
60%-74%
36%-39%

REQUEST: Salt Lake City has received a request from Aabir Malik with Colmena Group, for approval
of modifications to the required Design Standards in the Downtown Support (D-2)
District to develop a property located at approximately 754 South State Street. The
proposal is to construct a new mixed-use building with commercial uses on the ground
floor, and residential and common space on the upper floors. The proposal includes
400,000 square feet with 11-stores and will includes 360 residential units. The applicant
is requesting a Design Review to allow for:
• Additional building height;
• Operable building entrances at least every 50’ on street facing building facades;
• And, the maximum length of a street facing façade of 200’.
RECOMMENDATION: It is Planning Staff’s opinion that overall the project meets the intent of the
zoning district and the Design Review standards with the recommended conditions of
approval listed in this report. Therefore, Planning Staff recommends that the Planning
Commission approve the Design Review subject to the following conditions of approval:
1. The design of the project shall be consistent with this staff report and submitted
Design Review application.
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2. Any changes to the site shall comply with all standards required by City
Departments.
3. Prior to the issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy, the proposed streets to the
north and south of the approved structure must be dedicated to the City through
the Subdivision process as public streets and must comply with all applicable City
Department standards.
4. The service alley gate facing State Street will open into the service alley.
5. The alley egress right-out only onto State Street will be reflected in the driveway
curb radius.
6. Street trees will be provided at a rate of 1 tree per 30’ of frontage along all properties
bordering a public right-of-way.

ATTACHMENTS:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Applicant Submittal and Information
Site Plan
Building Elevations
Exterior Building Materials
Site Photos
D-2 Zoning Standards
Design Review Standards
Department Comments
Public Process and Comments

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Salt Lake City has received a request from Aabir Malik with Colmena Group, for approval of
modifications to the required Design Standards in the Downtown Support (D-2) District to construct a
new 11-story mixed-use development on the corner of 800 South and State Street. The standards
proposed to be modified for the 800 S + State Street project include:
• Additional building height;
• Operable building entrances at least every 50’ on street facing building facades;
• And, the maximum length of a street facing façade of 200’.
The proposed 800 South + State Street project meets or exceeds the following design standards:
• Ground floor use other than parking along at least 80% of the street facing building façade;
• Durable building materials which cover at least 80% on the ground floor and 50% on the
upper floors;
• Glazing covering at least 40% of the ground floor and 25% on the upper floors;
• Blank wall length maximum length of 15’;
• Building lighting;
• And, mechanical and service area screening.
The extent of the modifications the applicant is requesting necessitates review by the Planning
Commission. In making a decision for the Design Review the Planning Commission should consider
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spans the majority of the
southern portion of the
block. Prior to the Sears
commercial development,
the south portion of the
block was the site of the
Cooley Ball Park and was
surrounded by residential
dwellings facing 800 South
and State Street. This section
of the Sears Block was first
issued a building permit in
1945 for the construction of
the Sears Roebuck Co.
building, and another permit
was issued in 1966 for the
current
development
configuration of the site; in
2018 Sears closed and the
site remained vacant.

IMAGE 1: 1911 COOLEY PARK, SEEING SALT LAKE CITY

The 800 S + State project most significant boundary is State Street to the east. This section of State
Street permits for a maximum vehicle speed of 30 MPH and allows for 3 lanes of travel in each
direction with a median turning lane and on-street parking adjacent to the sidewalk. The sidewalk and
east facing façade of the project will be impacted by the ongoing Life on State Plan, which is currently
in development. The Life on State Plan is proposing improvements that will facilitate a more
pedestrian oriented streetscape and open this corridor to other forms of transport. These proposed
improvements include a reduction in vehicle lane width, curb bulb-outs, an increase in pedestrian
area or sidewalk, sidewalk amenities and signalized mid-block crossings. The applicant has been
included in discussions with the Life on State team and has worked to ensure their plans and midblock
roads meet the proposed sidewalk and midblock crossings planned along State Street.
This project is the first of multiple phases
of development on the Sears Block; it is
also the first development with
significant presence on State Street in the
South State Street district of the
Downtown Master Plan. This site will
influence future development and
redevelopment in this downtown district
and will set the tone for the downtown
support district along State Street – one
of the most influential corridors in the
city. The first redevelopment in the South
State Street District is the 600 Lofts
building fronting on 600 South and State.
The 600 Lofts building is a smaller scale
development than the subject property,
with 6-stories, however, the façade length
is greater at approximately 400’ in
length. The majority of the existing

FIGURE 2: DOWNTOWN MASTER PLAN – SOUTH STATE DISTRICT
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buildings in this South State Street District are single or two-story and are generally at least 50 years
old. All recent construction in the area is comprised of much larger scale than the older single and twostory structures. Additionally, the Downtown Master Plan supports larger and taller structures than
what was historically built in this community. The designated zoning of the site, as a Downtown
Support district, also supports larger scale development.
As a condition of approval Staff is recommending that prior to the issuance of a Certificate of
Occupancy the proposed streets to the north and west, as shown on the site plan, will be dedicated as
a public right-of-way and meet all applicable City Department standards. A public right-of-way
dedication is reviewed through the subdivision process and will not need to return to Planning
Commission for approval, but can be reviewed and approved at a Staff level.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS:

The key considerations listed below have been identified through the analysis of the project, neighbor
and community input, and department review comments.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Consistency with the Underlying Zoning District and Applicable Master Plan Policies
Modifications to Maximum Building Façade Length
Modifications to Building Height
Modification to the Separation of Building Entrances

Consideration 1 – Consistency with the Underlying Zoning District and Applicable
Master Plan Policies
The project site is located within the Downtown Master Plan and specifically the South State District of
the master plan.
The downtown master plan encourages providing additional housing choices and increasing the
number of housing units in the downtown area. It also encourages increasing residential density to
allow for a more even ratio of jobs and housing in the community. The proposed mixed-use
development accomplishes this by first providing additional residential housing with an increase in
density in the area and by increasing housing in an area with existing infrastructure to can already
support the greater density.
The master plan also encourages a, “high amount of transparency for ground floors uses and a mix of
uses to activate sidewalks and provide rhythm to the pedestrian experience”. The ground floor along
all façades of the building accomplish this initiative by far exceeding the void-to-wall ratio required in
the design standards. Further, all commercial spaces on the ground floor will be at the same grade as
the sidewalk and building entrances are proposed to be highlighted for clear accessibility into the
building. A greater amount of fenestration and number of balconies and green space for residents also
will allow for increased visibility onto the street, and with the proposed mix of uses in the building a
more safe and active public realm is created as the adjoining spaces will be activated 24/7. The Master
Plan also calls out the area along State Street and approximately 800 to 600 South as a mid-rise
corridor. The proposed additional height meets this designation.
In working towards a more walkable downtown community, the Downtown Master Plan encourages
mid-block walkways in order to break up large Salt Lake City blocks and to improve pedestrian
connections through creating a built environment oriented to the human scale. This is also being met
through the creation of the mid-block street and sidewalk along the north and west facades of the
project.
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The South State District within the Downtown Master Plan is defined in the master plan by “welldesigned mid-rise buildings that reflect the older buildings along Main and State Streets”. During the
work session on September 30th, Planning Commission endorsed considering the development
potential along State Street and 800 South in determining whether the scale of the proposed project is
appropriate for this area. While currently the surrounding buildings are single and two stories it is not
expected that this building type will remain as the typical building type in the area, particularly as the
CBD continues to expand outward and along the major State Street corridor. Further, the surrounding
properties in this area are also zoned D-2 and could potentially have a similar height and scale as the
proposed project.
The South State District encourages transparency from the street in order to create a more safe and
pedestrian friendly environment, it also states that pedestrian-oriented businesses should be planned
for along State Street, with residential or office above the ground floor. The proposal includes these
elements in its design and land use arrangement. The degree and consistency of windows on the first
and second floors blurs the line between private and public spaces, facilitates visual presence while
increasing safety and visibility on the street, and activates the street to a degree that is not currently
present on the block.
The proposed mixed-use development maintains the purpose of the Downtown Master Plan in that the
designs and configuration of the building allows for:
• Greater transparency on the grown floor
• Creation of additional housing choices
• Increased number of housing units
• Increased residential density
• Increased visibility and safety
• Mid-block walkway
• Develops a “garden model” on the block
• Active ground floor uses
The project is also supportive of Plan Salt Lake, a citywide plan which guides the direction of the city
as a whole. Plan Salt Lake includes goals directed toward housing, planning for future growth,
transportation and mobility, and neighborhoods. Of the goals listed in these sections the proposed
amendments are supported by the following initiatives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Encourage a mix of land uses.
Promote infill and redevelopment of underutilized land.
Create a safe and convenient place for people to carry out their daily lives.
Incorporate artistic elements and support cultural events on a neighborhood scale to
reinforce neighborhood character and identity.
Accommodate and promote an increase in the City’s population
Promote high density residential in areas served by transit.
Incorporate pedestrian oriented elements, including street trees, pedestrian scale
lighting, signage, and embedded art, into our rights-of-way and transportation
networks.”

The project provides a mix of land uses, creating an area which is occupied in some fashion 24 hours
a day while increasing the amount of transparency and improving the interaction of the built
environment with public spaces which promotes a more livable and safe community. Artistic elements
are integrated into the building design, with the artistic screening on the 3rd floor that extends, in some
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areas, to the ground floor. The service alley gate and the transformer screening will provide for an
artistic element that adds to the interaction with the street.
The purpose of the D-2 zoning district is, “to provide an area that fosters the development of a
sustainable urban neighborhood that accommodates commercial, office, residential and other uses
that relate to and support the Central Business District”. The D-2 district is also intended to act as a
support district to the Central Business District and is envisioned to be less intensive than the
Central Business District. The project achieves this intent by first providing commercial uses on the
ground floor and activating the sidewalk and providing a mid-rise building that compliments the
expanding Central Business District.
The intent of the D-2 zoning district also includes the purpose of the design standards in the district.
“Design standards are intended to promote pedestrian oriented development with a strong
emphasis on a safe and attractive streetscape.” The design and orientation of the building to the
sidewalk also meets this intent. The use of overhangs, columnar structures, transparency, and visual
interest creates a sense of space that is encircled, safe, and welcoming to the pedestrian.
Consideration 2 – Modifications to Maximum Building Façade Length
The maximum allowed length of a street facing façade in the D-2 zoning district is 200’. The 800 S +
State building is proposed to have a total length of approximately 196’ on the north and south facades,
which face 800 South and a proposed new street to the north, and will have approximately 373’ along
State Street to the East, and a proposed new street, Major Street, to the West. The east and west façades
require a Design Review by the Planning Commission prior to approval as the facades exceed the
maximum length.
The maximum building length standards were instituted spring 2019. These standards were a reaction
to long building façade lengths that created excessive building lengths with minimal mitigation to the
larger scale. The allowed modification to the Design Standards do not include a maximum façade

FIGURE 3: SITE/GROUND FLOOR PLAN
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length, rather the standards for Design Review, included as Attachment G, must be met prior to
Planning Commission approval.
As previously explained, the proposed 800 S + State project is the first large scale redevelopment on
the block and one of a few large-scale redevelopment projects in the area. The surrounding structures
are a much smaller scale with buildings that are one or two-stories tall. However, newer structures
proposed or are currently being built in the general vicinity are larger in scale with a generally height
exceeding 3 or 4 stories. The proposed building, with the proposed size and scale, will have an impact
on the future development along State Street and 800 South in the immediate area of the project site.
The 800 S + State Street project is proposed to be an 11-story structure with commercial and retail uses
on the ground floor and second floor, on the upper floors 360 residential units with residential common
areas and green spaces are proposed. The parking structure will be positioned on the interior of the
structure on the first and second floors, on the third floor the parking lot will extend to the front façade
but will be screened on all four sides of the building. The commercial and retail uses on the ground and
first floors will be at least 25’ in depth and each is proposed with an entrance along the street facing
façade.
The majority of the retail square footage will be housed on the north portion of the structure, on the
ground floor with a mezzanine and an open area that extends to the second floor. This north portion
will also feature a colonnade and columns which provide a feeling of enclosure that is setback from the
busy vehicular travel on State Street. The south portion of the structure’s ground floor will also include
commercial and retail space. This ground floor will be open to the second story above creating more
open floor plans for the proposed retail space along State Street, 800 South, and the new mid-block
street to the north.
Building Elements Addressing Excess Façade Length
Stepping the upper floors back above the third floor. This step back on the open floors
allows for the creation of open space for the residents of the building.
The stairwells located on State and Major streets display vertical building articulation
and act as partitions between the two separate design features along the ground, second,
and third floors.
A service alley is proposed to bisect the building, it is placed in the transition area of the
northern and southern portions of the façade on State and Major Streets and will allow
service vehicles access
only. This service alley
will permit service
vehicles only, limiting
access onto State Street
as egress only. Murals
will further separate
the north and south
portion of the building
at the entrance and exit
of the service alley.
FIGURE 4: SERVICE ALLEY GATE

The ground and second floor of the structure will house the commercial uses proposed
in the building.
On the north portion of the building, as delineated by the exterior stairwells and the
service alley, the first two floors will be stepped back from the property line, allowing for
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the creation of a colonnade along the three facades of the building that face State, Major,
and a proposed public street to the north. Along the colonnade and setbacks the
proposal includes cement columns that extend from the third floor to the sidewalk.
The ratio of window-to-solid on the north portion of the building is greater than the
south portion. The ratio of window-to-solid ratio spans the first and second floors, and
far exceeds the glazing standards in the D-2 district.
The southern portion of the building is proposed to have a smaller window-to-solid
ratio.
The veneer of the south portion of the building is proposed to include different building
materials than the northern portion of the building. The differing material on the south
portion will be light masonry, this masonry is proposed on the second and third floors,
allowing for the screening of the parking lot on the third floor to be broken up as well.
The southern portion of the building façade will have a 1’ setback from the property line
(as required by Public Utilities) instead of a 4’ setback with cantilevered third floors, as
the northern section of the building is proposed to have.
Resident building entrances and the separation between the northern and southern
portions of the building are further highlighted by the incorporation of backlit glazing.

FIGURE 5: NORTH/WEST FACADE

These building elements, as well as the modifications made to the street facing façade as a result of the
Planning Commission work session permit the building facades along State Street and the proposed
Major Street to meet the standards for Design Review for exceeding the block length façade. These
include changes in the vertical plane of the building (upper floors intermittent step backs) and material
changes (the northern portion of the building facing Major Street and State Street will include different
veneer materials than the southern portion of the building facing the same streets).
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divided into heights
and sizes that relate to
human scale.

buildings, such as alignments with
established cornice heights, building
massing, step-backs and vertical emphasis.
2. Modulate the design of a larger building
using a series of vertical or horizontal
emphases to equate with the scale (heights
and widths) of the buildings in the context
and reduce the visual width or height.
3. Include secondary elements such as
balconies, porches, vertical bays, belt
courses, fenestration and window reveals.
4. Reflect the scale and solid-to-void ratio of
windows and doors of the established
character of the neighborhood or that which
is desired in the master plan.

G.
Building height
shall be modified to
relate to human scale
and minimize negative
impacts.

Human 1. Utilize step-backs to design a building that
scale: relate to the height and scale of adjacent and
nearby buildings, or where identified, goals
for future scale defined in adopted master
plans.
2. For buildings more than three (3) stories
or buildings with vertical mixed use,
compose the design of a building with
distinct base, middle and top sections to
reduce the sense of apparent height.
Negative 1. Modulate taller buildings vertically and
impacts: horizontally so that it steps up or down to its
neighbors.
2. Minimize shadow impacts of building
height on the public realm and semi-public
spaces by varying building massing.
Demonstrate impact from shadows due to
building height for the portions of the
building that are subject to the request for
additional height.
3. Modify tall buildings to minimize wind
impacts on public and private spaces, such
as the inclusion of a wind break above the
first level of the building.
Cornices and 1. Cohesiveness: Shape and define rooflines
rooflines: to be cohesive with the building's overall
form and composition.
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2. Complement Surrounding Buildings:
Include roof forms that complement the
rooflines of surrounding buildings.
3. Green Roof And Roof Deck: Include a
green roof and/or accessible roof deck to
support a more visually compelling roof
landscape and reduce solar gain, air
pollution, and the amount of water entering
the stormwater system.
As reviewed in the Design Standard Analysis in Attachment G of this Staff report, Planning Staff has
found the proposed building height modifications meet the directly applicable design standards to
building height. Building height is moderated through both horizontal and vertical building elements
with balconies proposed on every floor of the building and an emphasis on the vertical articulation of
the stair wells. The solid-to-void ratio accommodates the goals and intent of the applicable master
plans.
Consideration 4 – Modification to the Separation of Building Entrances
The D-2 district requires building entrances at least every 50’ along a street facing building façade. The
purpose of this standard is to engage the public sphere and orient the building to the adjacent street
and to encourage active uses rather than just parking on the ground floor. The proposed 800 S + State
Street project does not meet number of building entrances standard. This standard is not met along
the north, west, and east facades of the building, the separation between the building entrances along
these facades include a range between 35’-90’.
The intent of the Design Review Standards are being met as it relates to building entrances. This is
facilitated by the parking lot located in the interior of the building, the window to wall ratio greater than
the underlying standards, and the proposed project interacts with the sidewalk through seating areas
and a colonnade. Planning Staff recommends allowing for a modification to the building entrance
design standards.
DISCUSSION:
The proposed 800 S + State Street development will meet the intent of the Downtown Support (D-2)
zoning district and other applicable master plans by creating a development with active uses on the
ground floor, increasing housing density in the community, providing a building design which is
orientated to the street, and improving safety in the area through the degree of transparency proposed
on the building and activating the street.
While the height and street facing façade length will be a substantial change to the existing built
environment to this area, the surrounding sites are also within the Downtown Support district and
will have the same development potential as the subject site as the Commercial Business District
continues to expand. As the impact and intensity of the Commercial Business District spreads
outward, redevelopment of the surrounding block is likely as demand for retail and housing in this
area is likely to continue.
NEXT STEPS:
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Design Review Approval
If the design review is approved, the applicant may proceed with the project after meeting all
standards and conditions required by all City Departments and the Planning Commission to obtain
all necessary building permits.
Design Review Denial
If the design review is denied, the applicant cannot proceed with the project and will be required to
meet the design standards of the underlying zoning ordinance in order to develop the property.
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ATTACHMENT A: APPLICANT SUBMITTAL AND
INFORMATION
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800 S & STATE | PROJECT INTRODUCTION

800 S & STATE

A beacon on the State Street corridor,
the project at 800 S & State will serve
as a catalyst for the blighted Sears
block. After the Sears department
store served the SLC community for
over 50 years, their business model
is no longer viable. What was once
a sea of parking surrounding a dated
windowless building will now be
an activated destination residence
to live, work/learn, and play within
a pedestrian oriented community
extending the urban city center further
south.
At nearly 400,000 SF and 11 stories of
mixed use, commercial (retail, food/
beverage, co-work), parking and
residential functions including LiveWork units on the ground ﬂoor, the
project will capitalize on the views
of surrounding mountains as well as
the energy of the urban context. Art
infused pedestrian links, activated
by an energized ground level of
reﬁned retail hot spots of shops and
boutiques at the edge of the street,
are celebrated by porous residential,
ofﬁce and hotel lobbies (to come
in future development phases) that
deﬁne the people-centric essence of

COLMENA GROUP & KIMBALL INVESTMENT COMPANY | 800 S & STATE ST | SALT LAKE CITY | DESIGN REVIEW SUBMISSION | 2020.10.06

the Salt Lake lifestyle. The building
plinth will serve to activate the urban
space of the neighborhood, while the
residential common area amenities
place compatible uses of community
experience, comfort and community
within the building.

building in order to conceal the parking
at grade. The residential units will be
composed of Studio, 1 bedroom, and
2 bedroom units in square footages
ranging from 550 SF to 1825 SF,
resulting in an overall density of over
200 units per acre.

The building is deﬁned by bold
and interesting building forms that
utilize premium materials at points
of shared enjoyment. Concentrating
on the activation of the edges, the
development is energized by a
generous street scape with welcoming
and engaging entryways. With a
balance of light and form, in the spirit of
the Rocky Mountains, the mixed uses
at the ground level add convenience,
support social encounters and echo
the character of the community
while offering opportunities for selfexpression.

The Project will be constructed
with the IBC classiﬁcation of
“Type IB Construction” and will be
built concurrently with the overall
development of other portions of the
block, which includes construction of
public streets, utilities, and stormwater
detention. Work on the block beyond
the limits of the Project as shown on the
drawings will be completed in future
phases.

The project on the 1.74 acre site will
support 349 high-end residential units
above 15,000 SF of commercial/retail
space with 400 on-site parking spaces,
utilizing both above and below grade
levels. A retail base and live-work units
will ﬂank the street facing facades of the
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800 S & STATE | CONTENTS

CONTENTS
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•
•
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•
•
•
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SOUTH STATE AXON
SOUTH STATE PLAN
EXISTING SEARS BLOCK
EXISTING BUILDING
SURROUNDING BUILDINGS

EXPLODED AXON
FLOOR PLANS
LANDSCAPE PLANS
ROOF PLAN

GOALS

EXTERIOR DESIGN
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• PERSPECTIVES*
• MATERIAL PALETTE
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SITE DESIGN
•
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CIVIL NARRATIVE
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*All renderings are artists interpretations only and are
not indented to be an actual depiction of the building or
its surroundings. Completed architectural elements may
vary or appear to vary from rendering shown.
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A NOTE FROM DEVELOPMENT | GOALS

The vision of this development is to
utilize the Sears Block as a catalyst for
growth in this part of the city. This area
of downtown Salt Lake City is a gritty,
authentic, urban hub that has a strong
focus on food and entertainment. It is
located south of the CBD, to the east
of the Granary, West of the Maven
District/9th and 9th and north of the
Ballpark neighborhood. This site is a
true hub that will connect each of these
other neighborhoods.

PROJECT VISION
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One of our main goals is to break down
the super block (original 10 acre block)
by reintroducing an interior street
grid. This creates a more pedestrian
friendly atmosphere and helps activate
the center of the block. Given our
location in this neighborhood, we want
to supplement the uses that already
exist, while also providing some
pieces that are missing. We are true
believers of the City’s Life on State
plan, a key component being the “Life”
part. In addition to street activation,
it is important to bring residential
units to this part of State Street to
help support the adjacent retail as
well as further the activation of the
street. Another key component of the
project is to add much needed green
space into this urban environment. Our
central lawn will serve as a backyard

for not only our residents and tenants,
but also for everyone in the City to
enjoy. This lawn will be the heart of
the development that brings people
together for dining, recreation and
relaxation. The vision for our commercial
space is to create vibrant, mixed-use
spaces that blur the lines between
tenants and uses. We envision an
urban grocer that shares space with
local food vendors who operate a food
hall that also coexist with a leasing
ofﬁce and coworking space. This will
be a destination that draws the entire
community together.
We view this project as the continuation
of what is already great in this area.
This is a space where nature, art and
culture converge to form a wholly new
idea – an idea that is fertile ground for
authentic connectivity, creativity and
thriving together. We are reimagining a
vibrant, inclusive new community where
everyone is welcome and can discover
and embrace life fully.
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LEVEL 04 EAST - LANDSCAPE PLAN | BUILDING LAYOUT

CONVERSATION
NOOK WITH
FIRE ELEMENT

RESIDENT
PATIO

GLOWING
ROCKS

GRILL AND PIZZA
OVEN AND BAR
STOOLS

CONVERSATION
NOOK WITH
FIRE ELEMENT

GLOWING TREE
MOSAIC
SEATING

HAMMOCKING
YOGA, FITNESS
LAWN

“NEST”
EVENT
STRUCTURE
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NORTHEAST PERSPECTIVE | EXTERIOR DESIGN
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NORTHEAST STREET CORNER | EXTERIOR DESIGN
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NORTHWEST FACADE CORNER | EXTERIOR DESIGN
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SOUTHEAST PERSPECTIVE | EXTERIOR DESIGN
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SOUTHEAST STREET CORNER | EXTERIOR DESIGN
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SOUTHEAST FACADE CORNER | EXTERIOR DESIGN
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COMPLIANCE | CODE & ZONING

4. Buffer Yards: Any lot
abutting a lot in a residential district
shall conform to the buffer yard
requirements of Chapter 21A.48 of this
title.
- THE PROPOSED BUILDING
GOES TO THE BUILD-TO-LINE AT
THE PROPERTY LINE. THE NORTH
FAÇADE, FACING SAPA, AND THE
WEST FAÇADE FACING A FUTURE
CENTRAL PARK ARE RECESSED
ON THE GROUND FLOOR TO ALLOW
A PROTECTED COLONNADE WITH
STOREFRONT TO INCREASE THE
TRANSPARENCY AND POROSITY
OF THE PEDESTRIAN SIDEWALK
EXPERIENCE. THE LIVE-WORK
UNITS ARE CONNECTED WITH
THE STREET ROW WITH SMALL
ENGAGING PORCHES.
F. Landscape Yard Requirements:
If a front or corner side yard is
provided, such yard shall be
maintained as a landscaped yard. The
landscaped yard can take the form
of outdoor dining, patio, courtyard
or plaza, subject to site plan review
approval.
- INDEED, THE VISION OF
HARD/SOFT LANDSCAPING ON
THE GROUND LEVEL AROUND THE
DIFFERENCE USES WITH WHICH
THE BUILDING CONNECTS WITH

THE SIDEWALK AND STREETS
AROUND THE BLOCK ARE
CAREFULLY CHOREOGRAPHED TO
INCLUDE STREET LIGHTING (THAT
MEETS CITY STANDARDS) AS WELL
AS WAYFINDING THE FACILITATES
THE NAVIGATION AROUND THE
NEIGHBORHOOD AND OUTDOOR
DINING SPACE.
G. Parking Lot Setbacks:
If a front or corner side yard is provided
surface parking is prohibited in those
areas. Surface parking lots that are not
located completely behind the primary
structure shall maintain a twenty foot
(20’) landscaped yard from the front
and corner side yard property lines.
- A COMPLETELY HIDDEN
PARKING STRUCTURE IS
PROPOSED WITH TWO ACCESS
POINTS PLANNED ON THE SOUTH
AND WEST SIDES OF THE BUILDING.
PARKING FOR COMMERCIAL USES
WILL BE ON THE GROUND LEVEL
SURROUNDED BY LIVE-WORK UNITS
FLANKING THE SIDEWALKS. THE
COMMERCIAL PARKING GARAGE
IS CONNECTED WITH PEDESTRIAN
WALKS TO SURROUNDING STREETS
TO SERVE THE GUEST/COSTUMER
OF COMMERCIAL USES, AND
THE LIVE-WORK FUNCTIONS.
RESIDENTIAL PARKING WILL BE
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LOCATED ON A BASEMENT LEVEL
AS WELL AS TWO LEVELS ABOVE
THE GROUND FLOOR.
H. Mid-Block Walkways:
Any new development shall provide
a mid-block walkway if a mid-block
walkway on the subject property has
been identiﬁed in a master plan that has
been adopted by the city. The following
standards apply to the mid-block
walkway:
1. The mid-block walkway must
be a minimum of ten feet (10’) wide and
include a minimum six foot (6’) wide
unobstructed path.
2. The mid-block walkway may be
incorporated into the building provided
it is open to the public. A sign shall be
posted indicating that the public may
use the walkway.
- THE OVERALL PLAN FOR
THE SEARS BLOCK INTRODUCES
MID-BLOCK STREET WITH AMPLE
SIDEWALKS CONNECTING THE
PERIMETER STREETS TO A
CENTRAL PARK IN THE MIDDLE OF
THE BLOCK.

establishments, art galleries, theaters
or performing art facilities are required
on the ground ﬂoor of structures facing
State Street, Main Street, 800 South and
900 South.
- WITH THIS FIRST PHASE OF
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SEARS
BLOCK, THE GROUND LEVEL
HAS BEEN CRAFTED TO MEET
THE INTENT OF THE CODE BY
OPTIMIZING A BLEND OF USES,
OUTLINED IN THE CODE, TO
ENSURE PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY,
CONNECTIVITY AND URBAN ENERGY
IS THIS PART OF TOWN.

I. Ground Floor Uses:
To activate the ground ﬂoor of
structures, retail goods establishments,
retail service establishments, public
service portions of businesses,
restaurants, taverns/brewpubs, bar
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CIVIL NARRATIVE | SITE DESIGN

THE SITE

Over view:
The phase 1 Sears Block
project will consist of site
improvements, public road
improvements and utility
main improvements located
at the northwest corner of
State Street and 800 South.
The site will consist of 1.74
acres which will be almost
entirely building. There will
also be approximately 1 acre
of new public roads, 60 foot
r o a d r i g h t o f w a y, a l o n g t h e
Nor th and West sides of the
proposed site. The new public
roads will also include water
main extensions and some
sewer main and storm drain
extensions. There will also be
a storm drain main extension
from the intersection of 700
South and Main Street to the
site.
Site Improvements:
The proposed building footprint
will cover the entire site except
for some concrete sidewalk
work adjacent to the building,
where the building is set back
slightly from the proper ty line.
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Public Road Improvements:
There will be two 66 foot road
right of way roads as par t of
this project. The road running
east-west, from State Street,
along the north portion of the
site will be approximately 280
feet in length. The proposed
cross section of the streets is
24 feet of asphalt, 2.5 feet of
curb and gutter on each side
of the road and the remaining
31 feet will be mostly concrete
sidewalk with some sidewalk
areas being a more “decorative
or distinct” surface. As part
of the road improvements,
street trees, street signs,
pavement markings, ADA
ramps and street lights will
all be required. The road
running Nor th-South, from
800 South Street, along the
west portion of the site will
be approximately 450 feet in
length.
State Street and 800 South
road improvements. These
two roads are existing and
border the site on the east and
south sides. On State Street
there will be existing drive
approaches that will need to

be removed and new curb &
gutter and sidewalk installed.
All this work will need to be
done per UDOT standards and
an encroachment per mit will
b e r e q u i r e d f r o m U D O T. T h e r e
will be one new drive approach
from State Street and the new
public road running along
the north side of the site will
connect to State Street. It is
anticipated that most of the
existing sidewalk between
existing curb and the site will
need to be replaced due to
damage during construction
of the building. All existing
street signs, street lights,
utility structures, etc… along
State Street will need to be
protected/replaced and or
relocated as par t of this
project. 800 South borders the
site on the south. There will be
one drive approach installed
and the new public road
running along the west side
of the site will connect to 800
South. All work in 800 South
w i l l b e p e r S a l t L a k e C i t y / A P WA
Standards and Specifications.
A per mit will be required from
SLC Engineering for all work
i n t h e r o a d r i g h t o f w a y. I t i s
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anticipated that most of the
existing sidewalk between
existing curb and the site will
need to be replaced due to
damage during construction
of the building. All existing
street signs, street lights,
utility structures, etc… along
800 South will need to be
protected/replaced and or
relocated as par t of this
project.
Utility Improvements:
Utility stubs to the building
will consist of two, 8” fire
protection lines from an
upsized water main in state
street. A gate valve on the
main, separating the two 8”
laterals will be required. It is
anticipated that a 6” culinary
water lateral, with meter and
meter vault will be required.
It is anticipated that four 8”
sewer laterals will be required.
Tw o o f t h e s e l a t e r a l s w i l l
require a new sewer manhole
installation on an existing
main. One will be from an
existing sewer manhole and
one will be from a sewer main
extension that is part of this
p r o j e c t a n d d i s c u s s e d b e l o w.

All roof stor m water runoff will
be collected and discharged to
a stor m drain lateral provided
on the West side of the site
that will direct stor m water to
a regional detention area. The
regional stor m water detention
area is proposed to be an
underground stor m tech system
located just west of the site
and the stor m water treatment
device will also be located
there.
Utility Main Improvements:
Wa t e r, s e w e r a n d s t o r m d r a i n
main improvements will be
required with this project.
Wa t e r M a i n s i n S t a t e S t r e e t
and 800 South are existing
6” mains. Along the entire
frontage of the proper ty on
both roads, it will be required
to upsize these mains to 12”.
All road cuts and repairs, gate
valves, thrust block and traffic
control needed to complete
this work should be included.
For the new public roads, an
8” water main will be provided,
including fire hydrants.
Sewer Main improvements will
consist of a new 8” sewer main
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running from 800 South, nor th
the majority of the length of the
new road. This sewer main will
service the proposed building
as well as future development
to the west of this site. This
should include all piping,
manholes, laterals and backfill
material required to complete
this work.

roads to State Street and 800
South, both have some storm
drain main improvements
required to collect stor m water
runoff from the road.

Stor m Drain Main improvements
will consist of running an
18” RCP pipe from the
intersection of 800 South and
Main Street, running Nor th in
Main Street for approximately
285 feet and then East for
approximately 305 feet. It
will be required to provide a
new storm drain manhole at an
existing 30” storm drain main
in 800 South and replacing
one stor m drain structure
at that same intersection.
Additional manholes will be
provided to accommodate
future improvements. All road
cuts and repairs, stor m drain
structures, piping, backfill
material and traffic control
needed to complete this work
should be included. At the
connection points of the new
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ATTACHMENT B: SITE PLAN
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ATTACHMENT C: BUILDING ELEVATIONS
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NORTHEAST PERSPECTIVE | EXTERIOR DESIGN
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SOUTHEAST PERSPECTIVE | EXTERIOR DESIGN
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ATTACHMENT D: EXTERIOR BUILDING MATERIALS
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ATTACHMENT E: SITE PHOTOS

View of Site, North/West Perspective

View of Site, North/East Perspective from State Street
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View of Site, South/West Perspective from 800 South

View of Site, South/East Perspective from 800 South and State Street
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d. Utilize materials and designs that have
an identifiable relationship to the
character of the site, the neighborhood, or
Salt Lake City.
e. Use materials (like textured ground
surfaces) and features (like ramps and
seating at key resting points) to support
access and comfort for people of all
abilities.
f. Asphalt shall be limited to vehicle drive
aisles.
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ATTACHMENT I: PUBLIC PROCESS AND COMMENTS
Public Notice, Meetings, Comments

The following is a list of public meetings that have been held, and other public input opportunities, related
to the proposed project:
PUBLIC PROCESS AND INPUT
Timeline
• The application was submitted on June 4th, 2020.
• Notice of the proposal, and request for input, was provided to the Ball Park, Central 9th, Central
City, and Downtown Community Councils on June 24th, 2020.
o Planning Staff received a comment from the Central 9th Community Council’s Chair
recommending denial of the Design Review. The email received is attached to this Staff
Report.
o No other comment was received from the other Community Councils and there were no
requests by the notified Community Councils to meet with Planning Staff or the applicant
to discussed the Design Review.
• Early Notification mailings were sent out on July 13th, 2020 to property owners and residents
within 300’ of all four corners of the project site.
o Public comments through email were received by interested parties and are included in
this Staff Report.
• An online open house was held August 30th through August 27th. Mailings were sent out August
7th, 2020 notifying property owners and residents within 300’ of all four corners of the project
site.
• Public notice of the Planning Commission hearing was mailed October 2nd, 2020 to property
owners and residents within 300’ of the subject site.
• A public notice sign was posted on both frontages of the subject site on October 2nd, 2020. No
further public comments were received before this report was finalized.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jesse Hulse
Larsen, Nannette; Norris, Nick
Central 9th; Ballparik; Central City; Downtown
(EXTERNAL) Central 9th Community Council comment regarding PLNPCM2020-00439
Thursday, August 6, 2020 4:36:52 PM
Mark for Email.jpg

Nannette Larsen, SLC Planning Commission, Et al.
We are writing to express our opposition to the request by the Colmena Group to allow for
additional street facing facade length for the proposed project at 745 S. State St.
While we are looking forward to development of this property we do not want that
development to come at the cost of sound urban design.
We understand and appreciate the urban design principals that were considered in the recent
changes to D-2 Zoning that this project seeks relief from.
Limiting facade length is important for walkability, streetscape imageability, variety, and
intricacy - these are some of the urban design determinates that create a human scaled
pedestrian experience.
While this project at first glance seems fine, and speeding by in a car, one would not notice,
but this facade is relentlessly long.
This makes the journey from 800 South to 700 South feel longer and offer less variety and
relief than one would hope for the pedestrian.
Our enormous city blocks need more mid-block connections and attractions, not continuous
stretches of single building facade with little in the way of spatial variety.
While we can see that future mid-block connections are planned for the block, they don’t
mitigate the overly long street facing facade of this portion of the project.
In addition to mid block streets or walkways, we would like to see more spatial articulation
than is being provided on this facade.
One way of doing so would be to create street facing plazas or terraces or landscape
opportunities, that push into the building facade creating a place for people to pause and
gather, allow for additional planting, or serve as an amenity to the uses that will be taking
place at the ground level of this building
Our Planning Department had very good reasons along with public input for these
requirements to be put into place, and we should absolutely not let them be disregarded by the
first major project that wants to challenge them to the detriment of our urban fabric.
We wish this development and it’s team well while simultaneously asking you to challenge
them, to at the very least, adhere to the requirements of current Zoning, if not exceed them.
Best regards,
Jesse J Hulse
Principal, Atlas Architects Inc
Vice Chair, Central 9th Community Council

www.atlasarchitects.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

paul monson
Larsen, Nannette
(EXTERNAL) 800 S + State St Public Comment
Wednesday, August 26, 2020 4:11:40 PM

My name is Paul Monson. I live in Salt Lake City and I am very grateful to see infill
construction happening on State Street. However, I don't think that this project should be
approved as designed. A study was done recently on State Street that suggested that it could
become the "Champs-Elysees" of Salt Lake. What is it that makes great streets like that or
other similar streets around the world work so well? It's no mystery. They draw people to
them because of 3 things: Active retail at the street level, appropriate scale, and beautiful
architecture. This proposed building at 800S fails on all three criteria.  
First, the Northeast perspective rendering and the floor plan show that the building presents
blank walls or residential entrances along State Street rather than open and inviting retail
storefronts. This will have a deadening effect to the activity on the street, as we have seen
with other similar recent buildings along State Street and 400 S. Second, if the scale of the
new buildings on State Street are carefully managed the street will become more than a sum
of its parts. It has the potential to become an enormous draw for pedestrians and visitors to
downtown, but each new building is critical to making this happen. The scale of this building is
too large. 6-8 stories is optimum. Third, State Street deserves a well-designed and beautiful
building. It is the primary corridor to the most important building in the State. This proposed
building looks worse than even all the other common condo blocks going up on less important
streets. There really should be some design guidelines that raise the bar for developers along
State Street. It is done in suburban developments all the time -- guidelines that address
fenestration, building materials, signage, etc. The best results will be achieved by architecture
that is rooted in history with architectural detail and interest rather than the modernist status
quo of boring glass boxes. But even modern buildings can work ok if they are designed well.
This looks like it was done by a sketch-up draftsman in an afternoon. We can and should do
better!
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Paul Monson
Salt Lake City Resident

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Joshua Stewart
Larsen, Nannette
Larsen, Jonathan; Dugan, Dan; scheer@arch.utah.edu
(EXTERNAL) 800+State Street - PLNPCM2020-00439
Wednesday, August 26, 2020 1:49:21 PM

Dear Planning Commission and Staff,
Since this building is of such an enormous scale and dwarfs any
neighboring buildings, improvements to city infrastructure must be a
condition of any approval. Park space and the public right of way on
State Street and 800 South must be improved to match the scale
and intensity of development that will come with it.
§ Adjoining

State Street and 800 South should be more
walkable and bikable to accommodate this large influx of
residents. SLC policy is to promote active transportation and
reduce air pollution.
§ A signalized mid-block crossing somewhere on State
between 700 and 800 South should be required as a condition
of approval. 800 South needs a signalized midblock crossing
as well.
§ Sidewalk set back from the traffic lanes, bike lanes, and
protected with shade trees and a reduction in the number of
vehicle lanes on State Street is warranted as part of the huge
residential growth. A condition of approval should be for the
developer to work with UDOT and Salt Lake City to have State
Street include a painted bike lane, a 12’ planting strip with
consistent shade trees spaced 25’ minimum, and 12’ sidewalk.
(a good example is 700 South has 28’ from back of curb to
back of sidewalk with about 18’ of planting.) 800 South also
needs the same pedestrian and cycling basics.
§ The complete block surface infrastructure with the new
streets and green space in the middle of the block should be a
required condition to be built at the same time as part of any
approvals. There are too many apartments taxing the limited
open space, sidewalks, trails and parks in this area. This area
is in great need of parks specifically for children, elderly and all
ages parks. The design of the park internal to the block should
be a condition of approval.
§ New huge 200 and 300+ unit apartment buildings are
ghettoizing our communities rather than building diverse
healthy communities with a more diverse unit size mix. 5%
three bedroom units should be required. Ground floor units
should be required to have doors that face the streets but

could be set back so as to enable some semi-private space for
residents to activate the street with planters and chairs and
tables and such.
§ Large blank concrete or block stair towers for the residential
should be internal to the building plan and should not be
allowed to front the streets.
§ Since aesthetically the building is so monotonous and huge it
should not be allowed to exceed the zoning of 65’ for height or
exceed the block length maximum.
§ The building plan should require that lengthy halls be
terminated with windows so residents can view natural light
and views. It’s inhumane to have such long hallways without
natural light.
§ Taller than 65’ will create significant amounts of shade in the
winter and snow and ice will build up on sidewalks and streets.
It will also block views of adjoining land owners.    
Sincerely,
Josh Stewart
Architect
1867 Princeton Ave.
SLC  

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Larsen, Nannette
Paterson, Joel
(EXTERNAL) FW: 800+ State development/PetitionPLNPCM2020-00439
Wednesday, September 30, 2020 7:16:50 AM

Hi Nan,
I see that you are the planner who wrote the staff report on this project. Is sending this email the
most appropriate to have my views taken into account or do I need to participate in the meeting. My
preference would be to have my email shared with the commission.
Thanks for your assistance.
Best regards,
Melissa
From: mbarbanell@comcast.net <mbarbanell@comcast.net>
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 7:11 AM
To: 'planning.comments@slcgov.com' <planning.comments@slcgov.com>
Subject: 800+ State development/PetitionPLNPCM2020-00439
To whom it may concern,
I do not believe it is appropriate to grant the exemptions for height and mass proposed by the
developer. The planning staff writes in its report that “the proposed height, massing, and number of
commercial ad residential units meets the intent of the Downtown Support district in that it, ‘fosters
the development of a sustainable urban neighborhood that accommodate commercial, office,
residential and other uses that relate to and support the Central Business District’”.
The design standard states: “Large building masses shall . . . [r]elate building scale and massing to
the size and scale of existing and anticipated buildings . . .” This project most certainly does not
relate to the size and scale of existing buildings. Permitting the proposal for 800+ South seems
patently unfair to the developers of neighboring buildings who complied with SLC’s zoning
regulations.
Allowing this variance will open the door to other massive buildings in this as-yet-to-be-developed
block. The Planning staff asks you to consider the following question: “When determining whether
the subject project relates to the height and scale of adjacent and nearby properties, should the
consideration include the redevelopment potential of the adjacent properties?” I believe that you
should consider the nearby properties and obviously allowing this large of a building here will set a
precedent for these other buildings. It may result in one block of massive buildings in a sea of much
smaller buildings. I do not believe this is appropriate.
Another questions staff set for you to consider is “Are the setbacks, material changes, and glazing

sufficient to warrant a 85% increase in the street façade length while still maintaining a rhythm and
repetition experience of the pedestrian?” I believe the answer is certainly not. Such a massive
building is inconsistent with the surrounding neighborhoods and unnecessary. Further, this standard
was barely instituted 18 months ago and to disregard it in this instance seems inappropriate.
Thank you for your consideration,
Melissa Barbanell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Megan Townsend
Larsen, Nannette
(EXTERNAL) Re. Petition Number: PLNPCM2020-00439
Monday, August 24, 2020 3:47:06 PM

Nannette,
This is public comment for the 800 S State project. I am not sure what abilities the code grants
the city in this area, but it would be great to see some of these units as affordable housing. I
know the city is doing a lot to increase available affordable housing. This area is well
connected by transportation and close to a variety of job opportunities.
If affordable housing is already a component of this and I missed it, please disregard this
comment.
Best,
Megan Townsend
35 W Van Buren Avenue, SLC, UT 84115

